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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the oscillation behaviour of the solution of 
first order neutral type functional differential equations (NFDE) of the 
form 
(x(t)-cx(t-7))‘+ 2 p;x(r-Ti)=O, t2 t,. (1) 
i=l 
There are a few papers [ 1, 3,4, 73 dealing with the oscillation behavior of 
solutions of Eq. (1). We study this problem from ideas in [2, 51 and obtain 
some new results. 
Let 4 E C( [ to - p, to] R), where p = max{ t, pi, . . . . r, >. A function 
xeC([t,-p, co), R) is said to be a solution of Eq. (l), if x(t)=4(t) for 
to - 4 < t 6 to, x(t) - cx( t - r ) is continuously differentiable, and x( t ) 
satisfies Eq. (1) for all t B to. 
It is well known, for every continuous function 4, that there exists a 
unique solution of Eq. (1) valid for t 2 to. 
As usual, a solution of Eq. (1) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily 
large zeros and nonoscillatory if it is eventually positive or eventually 
negative. 
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2. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
(i) O<c< 1, O<z<ri, andp,>O,for i= 1,2, . . . . n; 
(ii) rCy=lpi>F(Q=(l -C1)2/1; 
where 1 is the unique real root of the equation 
(2) 
1 -cl=lnI, l<& 
c’ (3) 
Then every solution of Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof: Assume that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is false and without 
loss of generality, assume that there exists an eventually positive solution 
x(t)>0 for t> T. Set 
Z(t)=x(t)-cx(t-T) and 
Z(t-z) 
W(t) =- 
Z(t) ’ 
for t>T+2t. 
Thus it follows from Lemma 1 of [3] that Z(t) is a positive and decreasing 
solution of 
Z’(t)-czyt-z)+ f piZ(t-Ti)=O. 
i=l 
As t-ri<t--q we see that 
and in particular (as Z’(t - r) c 0) 
(4) 
z(t)+ f pi Z(t-r)<O. 
( > 
(5) 
i=l 
Dividing both sides of (4) by Z(t) and integrating from t - r to t we find 
that 
From (5) and Lemma 3 in [3] we have 
Z( t - z) < BZ( t), 
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where 
hence 
Let 
1= lim inf W(t). 
,-CC 
Then, it follows from (6) that for E > 0 and sufficiently small, 
r(Z--e)+c(f--&)ln(l--E). 
As E is arbitrary, we have 
n 
z 1 Pi< 
(l+cl)lnI 
i=l I . 
Set 
q,)=(l-cOln~ 
I ’ 1<l<B. 
Then 
F’(I)= 
1 -cl-In/ 
I2 . 
Let f be the unique real root of the equation 
1 -cl=lnI, ZE 1, 4 
[ I c . 
Then 
y-ll? F(Z) = F(i) = 
(1 -cl)2 
i 
Hence 
which contradicts (2), and completes the proof. 
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Remark 1. i is a unique simple real root of the equation 1 - cl= In I 
which is easily solved using the iterative argument or solution through 
diagrams. 
It is known that [3] a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
oscillation of all solutions of (1) is that the characteristic equation of 
J%. (11, 
f(A)=A-cleFA’+ i pie-““=O, 
i=l 
(7) 
has no real roots. For 12 0, it is easy to see that 
f(A)>Q 
Thus the real roots of (7) must be negative. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 
(i) 0 -CC < 1, z, zi, and pi are positive constants; 
(ii) C;=ipizi>(l -c)/e. (8) 
Then every solution of Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof We want to prove that the characteristic equation (7) of Eq. (1) 
has no real root under the assumptions of Theorem 2. 
We see that (7) has no nonnegative real root. For 3, > 0, we have 
n 
f(A)>A(l -C)+ 1 pieiri>O 
i=l 
if (8) is true [6, 83 ; i.e., Eq. (7) has no real root. The proof is completed. 
Remark 2. If n = 1, condition (1) is 
1-C 
Pw-e (9) 
which improves the results in [4]. 
Remark 3. The condition (8) can be replaced by 
(10) 
or other conditions (see [6,8]). Condition (10) improves condition 
[C;= i (pjri)“2]2 > n( 1 - c)/e in [7]. We gave over another assumption 
in [7]. 
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EXAMPLE. The NFDE 
(x(t)-cx(t-22n))‘+Kx t-f +(l-c+K)x(t-q)=O, 
( ) 
(11) 
for t 3 0, where 0 < c < 1, k > 0 are constants. It is easy to see that (11) 
satislies the assumptions of Theorem 2, and so every solution of (11) is 
oscillatory. Indeed, x(t) = sin t is such a solution. 
3. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
We consider the NFDE of the form 
(x(t)-cx(t--))‘+P(t)x(t-a)=O, t> t,. (12) 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(i) 0< c< 1, z and B are positive constants such that a> 5 and 
PEC(Ckb +m), w; 
(ii) P(t) 3 0 and P is periodic with period z ; and 
s ’ P(s) ds > F(f); (13) I-T 
for the definition of F(i) see Theorem 1. Then every solution of Eq. (12) is 
oscillatory. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, that there exists an eventually positive 
solutionx(t)>O, for t>T, then (x(t)-cx(t-r))‘<Ofor t>T,>T. First 
we consider the possible case x(t) - cx( t - r) > 0, for t > T, . Set 
W(t) = 
X(t-T)-cx(t-222)> I 
x(t)-cx(t-T) ’ . 
Integrating (12) from t - r to t, we have 
=I l P(s)[x(s-CT)-cx(s-a-t)] ds r--T x(s) - cx(s - t) 
+C 
f 
f P(s)x(s-O-gds 
I-T x(s)-cx(s-T) 
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1’ W(s)P(s)ds-cj ’ (x(s-T)-cx(s-222))’ = ds 
t--r f-T x(s) - cx(s - T) 
= jt; ~ WI f’(s) ds - c - j-‘r W(s)dln[x(s-r)-cx(s-22)]. (15) 
Now we shall prove that W(t) is bounded. 
From (13), there exists a t* E (t-z, t) such that 
s I* P(s) ds > F(f)/2, 1’ P(s) ds > F( Q/2. (16) f-T I* 
Integrating (12) from t* to t we have 
x(t)-cx(t-~)-[x(t*)-cx(t*-~)]+j-~~P(s)x(s-rr)dn=O. 
Thus 
5 
I x(t*) - cx(t* -T) > P(s) x(s - 0) ds 
I* 
2 5 ’ P(s)[x(s-a)-CX(S-O-T)] ds I’ 
2 f 
’ P(s)[x(s - T) - cx(s - 2z)] ds 
1’ 
2 
s 
t P(s)ds l [x(t-z)-cx(t-2t)-J. (17) 1. 
Integrating (12) from t - z to t* we have 
x(t*)-cx(t*-i)-[x(t-I)-cx(t--2T)]+I’* P(s)x(s-o)do=O. 
,-r 
Thus 
s 
I’ 
x(t-T)-cx(t-222)3 P(s) x(s - 6) ds 
t-7 
s 
‘* > P(s)[x(s-a)-cx(s-a-z)] ds 
I--T 
s 
I* 
2 P(s)[x(s - t) - cx(s - 2r)] ds 
1-r 
2 [x(t*-T)-cx(t*-2r)] [,“_p(s)ds. (18) 
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Combining (17) and (18), we have 
X(t*)-cx(r*-T)> T 1 1 2 [x(t*-r)-CX(t*-2~)], 
i.e., 
x(r* - T - cx( t* - 2T) 4 
W(t*) = 
x(r*)-cx(r*-T) <CF(1)12. (19) 
We have proved that W(t) is bounded. 
From (17), we get 
lnI>I * 
I 
P(s) ds + cl In 1, 
f-T 
(20) 
where 
I= lim W(f), 
t-+30 
1 is finite. 
From (20), we have 
F(I)= 
lnl(l-cl), l 
I ,j” p(s)ds. 
r-1 
Hence 
I ’ P(s) ds d F(f), ,--I 
which contradicts (13). 
Next, we have pointed out that the case of x(t) - cx(t - z) < 0 for t > t is 
impossible (see [4]). The proof is completed. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the assumption (i) of Theorem 3 holds, and 
P(t) > 0 and P is periodic with period T and 
s ’ 
l-c 
P(s) ds>--, (21) 
I-T e 
then every solution of Eq. (12) is oscillatory. 
Proof From (20), we have 
In121 ’ 
I 
P(s) ds - c In I, 
I-7 
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l-c (1-c)lnZ l 
-2 
I 
2 
e 5 
P(s) 4 
1-r 
which contradicts condition (21). The other part of the proof is the same as 
that in Theorem 3. 
Remark 4. Theorem 3 and 4 can be extended to the case with several 
delays. 
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